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About This Game

The BlobCats are after the DiceMice!

In BlobCat it's your job to protect the DiceMice!
Place arrows and guide the Dicemice to the Micehole! But beware, the naive BlobCats are rolling around (not quite at the speed

of sound)! Solve over 90 different levels spanning over 5 worlds, each with a unique gameplay twist!
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Let the battle begin!

You want more action? Then the Multiplayer is for you!
Up to four players try to save as many DiceMice as possible! Outsmart your opponents and send the BlobCats straight to your

enemies!
Play with your friends on the couch or go online and battle the whole world! You can even do both!

Features:

- 100 Puzzle
- 5 different worlds

- Local and online multiplayer
- Collect over 100 stickers

- Dress your own mice
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Title: BlobCat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BySamb
Publisher:
BySamb
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: DOES NOT SUPPORT 32BIT SYSTEMS

English,German,French,Japanese
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I have been playing this game for no longer than 31 minutes and I have already looted money from dead people, recruited a
stoner, and have been asked to pull an arrow out of a man's♥♥♥♥♥♥

13/10 my mum's face when i try to explain this game

Edit: After finishing this game i can say that it was everything i hoped it would be and more and would advise people to click on
everything coz there are so many references.

P.S. Devs make a sequel asap.. if this was a star situction, i would probably be debating between 3.5 or 4 out of 5. for ten bucks,
it would probably get a 3.5, since i only paid 8, i think a 4 is good enough.
i'm just over 10 hrs and have all good ends, and 3 bad ends out of 6. i will go back to get the others. (completionist problems)
the music problems that have been mentioned before were noticed, but were not exceptionally jarring.
the story is nice, the romances are cute and touching, even if they seem a little rushed. (i say "seem" because in most cases it is
months into the year before anything happens, but it seems shorter due to the abbreviated story)
my only consistent problem with the game was the translation. the english translation is obviously from a non-native english
speaker... or google translate. overall i don't think that's terrible... just an irritation.
second problem i have is that there is no GALLERY. i mean, there are a minimum of CGs anyway, but i *would* like to be able
to go back and view them without the crazy pan n scan motion that is going on in the game.
overall, what i would most like to say is this: if, like me, you are working hard to get more BL games into the mix IN ENGLISH
and ON STEAM!!!!! this is a good choice. the price-point is not too terrible, the story is nice; Damian is a hot badboy, Monty is
an emotional mess of neuroses, and Rick is your standard "sweet guy with glasses."
if you are looking for something to suck away a few hours, and want to encourage the scardy-cats at steam to add more boys for
the love... give it a go!. While not a completely new concept, this game uses echo location as means of a map generator. It gives
lots of fun puzzles (and some of absolute terror) and even has additional levels after you complete the main walk through. It's
definitely worth the 2 dollars I spent.. i think this game didnt have a chance but its so innovative i think that in 5 years there will
be a game just like it and im gonna say versus was better and they'll say what? and ill say it was the first game like this one but it
died because nobody played it im sorry this game died and i hated the pay to win aspect but it is a great game its just sad its dead
now. Okay, this one is a very.. strange case. Controls are against your gaming instincs. fighting is boring. It's like WOW, but
even more boring. It's pretty much the same gameplay, but, offline, of course.

If you walk in the water(or, walking in your own death), it'll say ''YOU ARE DROWNING''

I highly doubt i'll give this game another chance. We'll see.

*EDIT* I GAVE THIS GAME A SECOND CHANCE AND MY GOD IT'S TERRIBLE.
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Overall: 2/10. Avoid at all cost.. Hello my name is zach and i love 123 slaughter me street. The game itself gives you a crawl
down your spin. Im just speechless about the game because its so creepy. And im very exited for 123 slaughter me street 2 to
come out.But sometimes when i start it up the game will not start but it does start up some times and it play just fin.. Lovely
music and graphics with a sweet story. Somewhat simple but good puzzles. Love that it works with touchscreen.
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If you like rythm game,this is so far the best game ever made. They chose the worst controls and there's a lack of options. It's
cool to revisit the scenes in VR, but the bad motion and lack of interaction doesn't really make it worthwhile.. I got this in the uk
collection by DTG so I wasn't sure what I was expecting. I have usual 66s coming through my area so I was intrigued to see what
this was like. And I can say... YES YES YES!! Here's why...

PROS-
The model is amazing, looks exactly like it should
The engine sounds are great, not to quiet, not to load
The cab looks as it does in real life
Brakes are great, I mean really great. A lot of fun there
Has nice acceleration with long trains

CONS-
The horn is a bit dodgy, but I guess I'll let that slip.

I 1000000000000000% recommend this.. now i can make my own manga xD
this software is not difficult to learn and this is perfect for starter like me :D .. you can upgrade your ship from parts from
enemies.
there are mission in random generated maps.
there is a tech tree and arena testing zone.

i realy like this game will play more of it
(first revieuw)
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